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Flexi10 sets a new industry standard with new robust
features designed to maximize productivity while aiming

for a sustainable future.Compatible gate barriers BFT
offers several options for barriers for garages, shopping

centers and other facilities where they can work in tandem
with gates. The Flexi automatic barrier provides not only

safety, but also the necessary comfort: it can
automatically connect to the supplied tires and receive
signals from photocells to open and close. The direct

connection to the control circuits makes it easy and quick
to point the arrow at the gate. Compact and intuitive for

drivers, the Flex Automatic Barrier (latches on FWD and
FDL models) is a convenient and easy-to-use system that

is attractively priced and makes full use of space.
Different versions of barriers are available in three colors

and with a wide variety of boom lengths. The shortest
model, the MRK100T, is only 1.4 meters high, making it
the most accessible for installation in garages where there
is minimal mounting space. The standard version of the

Flex MRF barrier has a boom length of 2.2 m and a width
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of 600 to 900 mm. Boom coated with rubber for increased
durability, protects the barrier from corrosion and is

durable. In the MRG100T version (boom length 2 m,
width from 600 mm to 900 mm), the length and width
remain unchanged, but the fastest closing and opening
speed is provided. You can contact our specialists by

filling out the form below. They will contact you shortly.
enter the code shown in the picture The FabrikArt

company is the Official Distributor in Russia and the
official dealer in Moscow and the Moscow region of

FAAC products.
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